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Dear Prof. Shipley,

enclosed we submit the re-revised Manuscript entitled: “An unusual cause of ankle pain: Fracture of a talocalcaneal coalition as a differential diagnosis in an acute ankle sprain. A case report and literature review.”

There are no commercial relationships which may lead to a conflict of interest. The typescript has been read and agreed by all authors.

All authors made substantial contributions to the manuscript. DW was involved in drafting the manuscript and preparing the figures; NG and JE performed the clinical investigation and contributed in the appropriate sections to the manuscript. ACS and MJR did the drawings and assisted writing the Review section. SO was responsible to create the algorithm and in writing the manuscript.

All authors were involved in the final approval of the submitted version.

We hope that this manuscript will be considered for publication in BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders.

We thank the Reviewers for their helpful and improving comments.

Kind Regards

Dirk Wähnert
Reviewer's report:
Accept without revision

Reviewer's report:
accept as it is

Editorial Requirements:

1.) Please add "Acknowledgements" Section:
Following the Editors recommendation we inserted an Acknowledgements Section:

We acknowledge support by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and Open Access Publication Fund of University of Muenster.

Also kindly take note of the following:
Overview of manuscript sections for Case reports Manuscripts for Case reports submitted to BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders should be divided into the following sections (in this order):
Title page
Abstract
Keywords
Background
Case presentation
Conclusions
Consent
List of abbreviations used (if any)
Competing interests
Authors' contributions
Authors' information
Acknowledgements
Endnotes
References
Illustrations and figures (if any)
Tables and captions (if any)
Preparing additional files

We followed the Editors recommendation and changed/re-arranged the section according to the above mentioned order.